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The Segmentation Guidelines for the Penn Chinese Treebank (3.0)
Abstract
This document describes the segmentation guidelines for the Penn Chinese Treebank Project. The goal of the
project is the creation of a 100-thousand-word corpus of Mandarin Chinese text with syntactic bracketing.
The Chinese Treebank has been released via the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) and is available to the
public.
The segmentation guidelines have been revised several times during the two-year period of the project. The
previous two versions were completed in December 1998 and March 1999, respectively. This document is the
third and final version. We have added an introduction chapter in order to explain some rationale behind
certain decisions in the guidelines. We also include the English gloss to the Chinese words in the guidelines.
In this document, we first discuss the notion of word and tests for wordhood that have been proposed in the
literature. Then we give the specification for word segmentation. The specification is organized according to
the potential Part-of-Speech tag of an expression and the internal structure of the expression. Next, we specify
the treatment for some common collocations. Finally, we compare our guidelines with two segmentation
standards: the first (Liu et al., 1993) is used in Mainland China and the second (CKIP, 1996) is used in
Academia Sinica in Taiwan.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This document is designed for the Penn Chinese Treebank Project [XPX
+
00]. The goal of the
project is the creation of a 100-thousand word corpus of Mandarin Chinese text with syntactic
bracketing. The annotation consists of two stages: the rst phrase is word segmentation and part-
of-speech (POS) tagging and the second phrase is syntactic bracketing. Each stage includes at least
two passes, that is, the data are annotated by one annotator, then the resulting les are checked
by another annotator.
The segmentation guidelines, like POS guidelines and bracketing guidelines, have been revised
several times during the project. So far, we have released all three versions on our web site: the
rst draft was completed in December 1998, after the rst pass of word segmentation and POS
tagging; the second draft in March 1999, after the second pass of word segmentation and POS
tagging. This document, which is the third draft, is revised after the second pass of bracketing.
The major changes in the third draft, compared with the previous two drafts, are (1) we add an
introduction chapter in order to explain some rationale behind the guideline, (2) we add the gloss
to the Chinese words in the guidelines,
1
and (3) we also turn the guidelines into a technical report,
which is published by the Institute for Research in Cognitive Science (IRCS) of the University of
Pennsylvania.
1.1 Notion of word
The diculty in dening the notion of word is not unique to Chinese,
2
but the problem is cer-
tainly more severe for Chinese for a number of reasons. First, Chinese is not written with word
delimiters so segmenting a sentence into "words" is not a natural task even for a native speaker.
Second, Chinese has little inectional morphology to ease word identication. Third, there is little
consensus in the community on dicult constructions that could aect word segmentation. For
instance, the segmentation of verb resultative compounds depends on the syntactic analysis of the
construction. One view on how a verb resultative compound is formed says that a simple sentence
with a compound is actually bi-clausal and the compound is formed by movement, therefore, the
1
We'd like to thank Sylvia Lin for adding the gloss. The gloss for words is enclosed in square brackets ([ and ])
and the gloss for a phrase is enclosed in angle brackets (h and i).
2
Even for languages that use delimiters between words, such as English, the distinction between a word and a
non-word is not always clear-cut. For example, pro- (which means \supporting/favoring") normally can not stand
alone, therefore, it is like a prex. However, it can appear in a coordinated structure, such as pro- and anti-abortion,
and under the assumption that only words and phrases can be coordinated, it is like a word. For more discussions
of dierent notions of words (e.g., morphological object, syntactic atom, phonological word and listeme), please refer
to [SW87].
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compound should be treated as two words. Another view believes that the compound is formed in
the lexicon, and therefore should be one word. The segmentation of the verb resultative compounds
depends on which view we adopt for this construction. Fourth, many monosyllabic morphemes that
used to be able to stand alone in non-Modern Chinese become bound in Modern Chinese. The
inuence of non-Modern Chinese makes it dicult to draw the line between bound morphemes
and free morphemes, the notions which could otherwise have been very useful for deciding word
boundaries.
Our approach is based on both linguistic and engineering consideration. The notion word in our
Treebank is roughly a syntactic atom as dened in [SW87], that is, anything that can be inserted
into an X
0
position in syntax. This includes both compounds and simple words.
1.2 Tests of wordhood
What tests can be used to decide whether a string of hanzi[Chinese character] is a word or not?
Without loss of generalization, we assume the string that we are trying to segment is X-Y, which has
two morphemes X and Y. The following tests for establishing word boundaries have been proposed
by various authors:
 Bound morpheme: a bound morpheme should be attached to its neighboring morpheme to
form a word when possible.
 Productivity: if a rule that combines the expression X-Y does not apply generally (i.e., it is
not productive), then X-Y is likely to be a word.
 Frequency of co-occurrence: if the expression X-Y occurs very often, it is likely to be a word.
 Complex internal structure: strings with complex internal structures should be segmented
when possible.
 Compositionality: if the meaning of X-Y is not compositional, it is likely to be a word.
 Insertion: if another morpheme can be inserted between X and Y, then X-Y is unlikely to be
a word.
 XP-substitution: if a morpheme can not be replaced by a phrase of the same type, then it is
likely to be part of a word.
 The number of syllables: several guidelines [LTS93, Chi96] have used syllable numbers on
certain cases. For example, in [LTS93], a verb resultative compound is treated as one word if
the resultative part is monosyllabic, and it is treated as two words if the resultative part has
more than one syllable.
All of these tests are very useful. However, none of them is sucient by itself for covering
the entire range of dicult cases. Either the test is applicable only to limited cases (e.g., the
XP-substitution test) or there is no objective way to perform the test as the test refers to vaguely
dened properties (e.g., in the productive test, it is not clear where to draw the line between a
productive rule and a non-productive rule). For more discussion on this topic from the linguistics
point of view, please refer to [Pac98, SW87].
Since no single test is sucient, we chose a set of tests for our segmentation guidelines which
includes all of the ones mentioned except for the productivity test and the frequency test. Rather
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than have the annotators try to memorize the entire set and make each decision from these prin-
ciples, in the guidelines we spell out what the results of applying the tests would be for all of the
relevant phenomena. For example, for the treatment of verb resultative compounds, we select the
relevant tests (e.g., the number of syllables and the insertion test), and give several examples of
the results of applying these tests to verb resultative compounds. This makes it straightforward,
and thus ecient, for the annotators to follow the guidelines.
1.3 Compatibility with other guidelines
We have studied other groups' guidelines, such as the Segmentation Standard in China [LTS93]
and the one in Taiwan [Chi96], and tried to accommodate them in our guidelines if possible.
Since the nal result of the Treebank is a list of bracketed sentences, our guidelines have
some exibility with regards to the segmentation of certain constructions. For example, the string
[walk up] is treated as two segments in [LTS93], but one segment in [Chi96]. In our Tree-
bank, we will segment it into two parts, and then group them together as a compound | that is,
( [walk]/V [up]/V)/V. We call a word with internal structures. Our annotation, in this
case, is compatible with both [LTS93] and [Chi96]. The comparisons of these three guidelines can
be found in Appendix A.
Note: For the sake of annotation eciency, the grouping of the words with internal structure
is done at bracketing stage, rather than at the segmentation stage. In this document, we show the
grouping format, but keep in mind that the format is the one AFTER the bracketing is completed.
For example, we consider [walk up] as one word. It is segmented into \ [walk]/V [up]/V"
at the segmentation stage, and it will be grouped into ( [walk]/V [up]/V)/V at the bracketing
stage. In the paper, we just say [walk up] should be annotated as ( [walk]/V [up]/V)/V.
Most disagreements among these three guidelines do not make much dierence to parsing or
sentence interpretation. For most patterns for which the guidelines give dierent treatments (e.g.,
numbers and reduplication strings), simple conversion programs can be written to convert the data
from one format to another.
Our goal is: in the nal output, the word boundary (the highest-level X
0
in the parse tree)
should be as accurate as possible, while the internal structure serves as a bridge for the resource
sharing with other systems.
1.4 Treatment for unclear cases
There are two types of unclear cases:
 A construction is easy to identify but there is no consensus on its treatment.
Ex: A-not-A, V-de construction, V-R, potential form (i.e., V-de-R).
Our approach: we will choose one analysis, and annotate the data according to that analysis.
Make sure that the annotation is easy to convert to the structures for other analyses if
necessary.
 Two constructions are dicult to tell apart by existing tests.
Ex: some N+N are compounds, others are phrases.
Our approach: for the sake of consistency and eciency, we don't disambiguate the two
constructions unless making the distinction is crucial for various reasons.
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1.5 Organization of this guidelines
The guidelines are organized according to the internal structure of the corresponding expressions
(e.g., a verb resultative compound is represented as V+V, while a verb-object expression is as
V+N), so it is easy for the annotators to search the guidelines for reference. The Part-of-speech
tags used in this paper are identical to the ones used in the POS tagging task except that the tags
for verbs are merged into V and the ones for nouns are merged into N. For the descriptions of the
complete POS tagset, please refer to our Part-of-Speech Tagging Guidelines for the Penn Chinese
Treebank (3.0). The list of POS tags can be found in Appendix B.
In this guidelines, we list mainly the decision for each case without going into detail elaborating
other alternatives and the reasoning behind each decision.
7
Chapter 2
Specication
In this chapter, we assume that a sentence has been segmented into large chunks, and the next
step is to decide whether each chunk should be further divided. The chapter is arranged by the
potential POS of the chunk if the chunk is a word. To search through the section, rst use the
\POS" of the chunk to nd the subsection, then use the \word" formation information to nd the
subsection; or simply use the \word" formation information.
2.1 Common noun: NN
2.1.1 Name of relative
Treat it as one word.
Ex: [uncle]/NN, [uncle]/NN, [uncle]/NN.
2.1.2 CD+N
If a measure word can be inserted between CD and N without changing the meaning, tag it as
CD+N; otherwise, tag it as one word (N).
One word: [the third platoon]/NN, [one side]/NN, [three entities]/NN, [a group
traveling together]/NN, [the 21th century]/NT.
Two words: [one]/CD [student]/NN.
2.1.3 DT+N
Treat it as one word if both DT and N are monosyllabic and either DT or N is bound; otherwise,
treat it as two words.
Sometimes, it is dicult to decide whether a morpheme is bound or not because of the inuence
of non-Modern Chinese. To be consistent, we maintain a list of nouns and a list of determiners. If
a morpheme is in one of the lists, we consider it as bound:
 mono-syllabic bound nouns: [school], (when it means the earth).
 mono-syllabic bound determiners: [this/that]
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We also treat [oneself]/NN as one word and tag it as NN.
One word: [oneself]/NN, [our school]/NN, [whole world]/NN, [the place men-
tioned]/NN, [present time]/NT, [the contemporary era]/NN.
Two words: [one's]/DT [organization]/NN.
2.1.4 PN+N
Treat it as one word if both PN and N are monosyllabic and N is bound; otherwise, treat it as two
words.
In this case, the current list of bound nouns is: [school].
One word: [my school]/NN.
Two words: [my]/PN [organization]/NN.
2.1.5 JJ+N
The pattern is: X+N, where X modies the N, and X is either a JJ or a prex.
Note: JJ+N can be a phrase. For example, in one of the les we annotated, [nationwide]/JJ
[network]/NN is extended into \ [nationwide]/JJ [observe]/VV /NR [number
9]/NN [comet]/NN [hit]/VV [Jupiter]/NN /DEC [network]/NN".
Segment X+N according to the type of X:
 X is a prex: treat X+N as one word.
1
A list of prexes: , [non-].
Ex: [father]/NN, [non-commercial]/JJ [purpose]/NN.
A list of JJs: [former], [former]
Ex: [former]/JJ [at]/P [China]/NR [Laos]/NR [refugee]/NN;
[former]/JJ [German Democratic Republic]/NR.
 X is a non-predicate adjective:
2
if both JJ and N are monosyllabic, tag it as one word;
otherwise, treat it as JJ+N.
One word: [woman]/NN.
Two words: [mutual]/JJ [interest]/NN.
1
The dierence between a JJ and a prex is that the latter, not the former, is bound. As mentioned before,
sometimes, it is dicult to tell whether a morpheme is bound or not, so we keep a list of morphemes that we regard
as prexes. In this case, if the N in X+N can be replaced with an NP, we treat X as a JJ, rather than a prex.
2
A word is a non-predicate adjective if it can not appear as a predicate after the subject without the help of ...
.
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 X is an adjective: treat it as one word if X or N is bound or the meaning of X+N is non-
compositional. For unclear cases, if both JJ and N are monosyllabic, treat JJ+N as one
word (e.g., [fresh ower]/NN, [strong team]/NN, [black tea]/NN, [favorable com-
ment]/NN).
One word: [daughter-in-law]/NN, [continent]/NN, [sea]/NN.
Two words: [thick]/JJ [book]/NN.
2.1.6 LC+N
If both LC and N are monosyllabic, treat the string as one word, and tag it as NN or NT according
to its meaning.
Ex: [front yard]/NN, [day before yesterday]/NT, [left shoulder]/NN.
2.1.7 N+LC
Treat N+LC as one word if:
3
 the N and LC are monosyllabic; and
 in this context, the N is non-referential or bound; and
 in this context, the N can not be modied by Det-M or other modiers.
Otherwise, treat it as two words.
One word (some of them might be two words in other context): [indoor]( [indoor]/NN
[training]/NN), [o stage], [at present], [foreign]( [foreign]/NN [group]/NN),
[domestic and international] /NN, [oversea]( [oversea]/NN [market]/NN), [at the
back]/NN, [world]/NN, [domestic]/NN, [afternoon]/NT, [before the contest]/NT.
Two words: [noon]/NT [afterwards]/LC.
2.1.8 N+N: N1 modies N2
If it is 1+1 or 2+1 (i.e., N1 has one or two hanzi and N2 has one hanzi), treat N1+N2 as one word
(i.e., we treat all monosyllabic nouns as potential \ "). If a noun with no more than 2 hanzi is
followed by multiple \ "(i.e., each monosyllabic noun attaches to the preceding \chunk"), the
whole string is treated as one word (e.g., [physicist]/NN).
For other cases, the string is treated as two words.
One word: [Beijing]/NR, [research lab]/NN, [developmental history]/NN, [proto-
bird]/NN, [the physically challenged]/NN, [visibility]/NN, [sense of urgency]/NN,
[tournament]/NN, [the solar system]/NN.
Two words: [Beijing]/NR [University]/NN, [toy]/NN [factory]/NN, [collaboration]/NN
[area]/NN, [history]/NN [research]/NN.
3
N+LC1+LC2, where LC1 and LC2 denote opposite directions, is treated similarly.
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2.1.9 PN+LC
If both PN and LC are monosyllabic, treat PN+LC as one word and tag it as NT or NN.
One word: [here]/NN, [before this]/NN, [among them]/NN, [when]/NT.
Two word: [this]/PN [after]/LC.
2.1.10 V+N
In this pattern, we assume V is VV (For VA+N, please refer to the section for JJ+N) If V modies
N, treat V+N as one word and tag it as a noun.
one word: [barbecue]/NN, [stir-fried dishes]/NN, [certicate]/NN, [symposium]/NN.
4
2.2 Proper Noun: NR
Currently, if the proper noun is composed of multiple words, we don't group them.
2.2.1 Personal name
Treat it as one word. Don't give the internal structure unless there is a space between two names
(in foreign alphabet).
Ex: /NR, [Karl] [Marx]/NR, John/NR Smith/NR.
2.2.2 Personal name with axes
Treat it as one word.
Ex: /NR, /NR
2.2.3 Personal name + title
Treat it as two words.
Ex: /NR [professor]/NN, /NR /NR [two]/CD /M [professor]/NN.
2.2.4 Name of Organization/Country/School/..
If the pattern is N1+N2, where N2 is a common noun, then if N2 is monosyllabic, treat N1+N2 as
one word, else treat N1+N2 as two words.
Simple names: [Beijing]/NR, [the Yellow River]/NR, [Sha City]/NR, [Heilongjiang
Province]/NR.
4
In either of the last two examples, the rst morpheme is bisyllabic, and it could be tagged as nouns in some
context. Because the second morpheme is mono-syllabic, the expression should be treated as one word regardless of
the POS tag of the rst morpheme.
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Complex names: [Beijing]/NR [University]/NN, [Beijing]/NR [First]/OD [Clothing
Factory]/NN, [the United States]/NR [Congress]/NN.
2.2.5 NR+NR: coordination without conjunction
Treat it as two words.
Ex: [China]/NR [the United States]/NR, [China]/NR [the United States]/NR [relation]/NN,
[Eastern Asia]/NR [Singapore]/NR [Macao]/NR.
2.3 Temporal noun: NT
The names of years/months/day/hour and so on are words.
Ex: 1998 [1998]/NT 3 [March]/NT 21 [21st]/NT, 5 [5 o'clock]/NT, [the rst day of a
lunar month]/NT, [last year]/NT.
2.3.1 CD+N
If CD+N is the name of a time, treat it as one word (NT). If it is the count of the time, treat it as
two words (CD+M).
One word: 1998 [1998]/NT, 5 [5 o'clock]/NT, [the 90s]/NT,
Two words: 3/CD [year]/M, 3/CD /M [month]/NN.
2.4 Localizer: LC
Localizers are separated from the noun that it attaches to except for the case mentioned in Section
2.1.7 (i.e., N+LC).
A localizer is either one or two syllables:
 mono-syllabic localizers: e.g. [in], [after].
 bisyllabic localizers: e.g. [between], [since], [afterwards], [around].
2.5 Pronoun: PN
Treat it as one word.
Ex: [they]/PN, [himself]/PN, [self]/PN.
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2.6 Determiner: DT
We separate DTs from the succeeding words.
Ex: [this]/DT [three]/CD /M [people]/NN, [each]/DT [nation]/NN.
Currently, we treat [these] as one word, and tag it as DT.
Some examples of bisyllabic DTs: [all], [the rest], [all], [these], [those], [all].
2.7 Cardinal number: CD
Treat it as one word. Note: the internal structure of a CD is very easy to recover if needed.
Some examples:
 Pure numbers: [one hundred and thirty million]/CD, 30.1/CD, 123,456/CD, 35.6%/CD,
30 [three hundred thousand]/CD, 30 [thirty odd]/CD.
 Estimation: [between thirty and forty-nine]/CD [years old]/M.
 CD + X + CD(5.5.4): X is a morpheme such as [odd], [fraction], [point]. [three
billion odd]/CD, [one third]/CD, [three point one]/CD, [many]/CD /M.
 CD+X: X is a morpheme such as [odd], [over/odd]: [four thousand and one
hundred odd]/CD [people]/NN, [about thirty]/CD /M.
2.8 Ordinal number: OD
Treat it as one word.
Ex: [rst]/OD, [thirty-rst]/OD.
2.9 Measure word: M
Treat the measure word, including a reduplicated or a compound measure word, as one word. Treat
the string such as [minute] as one word.
Ex: [cup]/M, [cup-cup]/M, [number of ights]/M, [minute]/M.
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2.10 Verb: VA, VC, VE, and VV
2.10.1 Reduplication: AA, ABAB, AABB, AAB, ABB, ABAC
Treat it as one word.
 AA, A is a verb: AA/V
Ex: [see]/VV, [vivid red]/VA.
 ABAB: AB is a verb: ABAB/V
Ex: [research]/VV, [snow white]/VA.
 AABB, AB is a verb: AABB/V
Ex: [come and go]/VV, [happy]/VA
Note: most of the time, AA or BB is not a word.
 AAB (except for AA- in 2.10.2): AAB/V
Ex: [dim]/VA.
Note: most of the time, AA or B is not a word.
 ABB: ABB/V
Ex: [bright green]/VA, [bright red]/VA.
Note: most of the time, A or BB is not a word.
 ABAC, etc.: ABAC/V
Ex: [careless]/VA, [orderly]/VA, [very clear]/VA.
2.10.2 \Reduplication": AA-kan, A-one-A, A-le-one-A, A-le-A
Treat it as one word with internal structure.
 AA- : (AA/V /V)/V:
5
Ex: ( [say]/VV /VV)/V.
 A-one-A: (A/V one/CD A/V)/V
Ex: ( [think]/VV [one]/CD [think]/VV)/V.
 A-le-A: (A/V le/AS A/V)/V
Ex: ( [think]/VV /AS [think]/VV)/V.
5
The basic meaning of the word is to \see", but in this context, it roughly means \try to do something".
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 A-le-one-A: (A/V le/AS one/CD A/V)/V
Ex: ( [think]/VV /AS [one]/CD [think]/VV)/V.
Note: V+CD+M is treated as three words, e.g. [look]/V [one]/CD [eye]/M htake a looki.
2.10.3 A-not-A
Treat it as one word with internal structure.
Ex: ( [come]/VV [not]/AD [come]/VV)/V, ( [happy]/VA [not]/AD [happy]/VA)/V,
( [like]/VV [not]/AD [like]/VV)/V.
2.10.4 AD+V
If one or more of the following hold, treat AD+V as one word (V):
 no free word can intervene between AD and V,
 the V cannot be a predicate without the AD,
 the subcategorization frame of AD+V is dierent from that of the V.
Otherwise, treat it as two words.
One word: [talk nonsense], [mess things up], [present with great respect], [remain]
( [still remain]/VV [75]/CD /M [refugee]/NN), [have served successively as], [tied],
[not afraid of].
Two words: [already]/AD [take]/VV, [not]/AD [should]/VV, [not]/AD [complete]/VV.
2.10.5 MSP+V
If the V can not be a predicate without the MSP, treat MSP+V as one word (V).
One word: [in order to]/VV ( [in order to]/VV [at] [with] [the United States]
[Sweden] [Norway] [these] [world] [strong teams] [competition] [during] ...).
2.10.6 N+V
Some subject-predicate strings can be either a phrase or a word depending on the context.
If a VP-modier can be inserted between the subject and the predicate part and the \subject"
is referential, then the string is a phrase, otherwise it is a word.
One word: [headache]/VA in \ [he]/PN [make]/VV [me]/PN [very]/AD [headache]/VA
hHe gives me a headachei".
Two words: [head]/NN [ache]/VA in \ [I]/PN [head]/NN f [very]/ADg [ache]/VA hI
have a headachei".
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2.10.7 V+N
If the V and the N are separated (by the aspect markers, by the modiers of the N, or because the
V is reduplicated), treat V+N as two words.
If the V and the N are adjacent,
6
 If V-N is semantically transitive and its object can occur after N only when VN are adjacent
(therefore the V is not a ditransitive verb), treat V+N as one word (e.g., [invest]/VV,
[be present]/VV, [care]/VV, [scheduled for a specic duration of time]/VV).
 If V and VN have similar meaning and both are semantically intransitive, treat VN as one
word (e.g., [sleep]/VV).
 If N is \bound", treat VN as one word (e.g., [swim]/VV, [hopeless]/VV, [invalid]/VV,
[unable to]/VV, [resign]/VV).
 If V-N is 1+1 AND the meaning is noncompositional, treat V-N as one word (e.g., [study]/VV,
[bleed]/VV).
Examples of V-N as two words: [visit]/VV [China]/NR in the sentence [he]/PN [previously]/AD
[seven]/CD [time]/M [visit]/VV [China]/NR hHe has visited China seven timesi.
2.10.8 V+R
The tests for verb resultative compounds (V-Rs): both V and R are verbs and the potential forms
(V-de-R, V-not-R) exist. So our denition of V-R includes resultative and directional verb com-
pounds (e.g., [see] and [walk up]), but it does NOT include words such as [improve]
and [agitate].
We treat it as one word. For the sake of compatibility with other guidelines, we give the internal
structure for the words if they have more than 2 syllables or if the R is the following: [nish]/VV.
Words without internal structure: [eat up]/VV, [see]/VV, [wipe clean]/VV.
Words with internal structures: ( [do]/VV [nish]/VV)/V, ( [wipe]/VV [clean]/VV)/V,
( [realize]/VV [reach]/VV)/V.
2.10.9 Potential form: V-de/bu-R
We treat it as one word.
If V-R exists, give the internal structure of V-de/bu-R, otherwise, don't give one.
Ex: words with internal structure: ( [wipe]/VV [not]/AD [clean]/VA)/V, ( [wipe]/VV
/DER [clean]/VA)/V.
6
The V+N combination is among the hardest cases for the word denition. The tests proposed here are not
perfect. They tend to treat idiomatic phrases (similar to \kick the bucket" in English) as words. However, Those
errors can be easily corrected if later a dictionary becomes available.
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words without internal structure: [unable to eat anymore]/VV, [cannot aord]/VV.
Note: the string \V de R" can be ambiguous between potential form and V-de construction.
For example, \ [this] [M] [table] [wipe] [DER] [clean] [SP]?" can either be a potential
form (which means Can this table be wiped clean?), or it could be a V-de construction (which
means Has the table been wiped clean?). The two constructions have dierent syntactic structures.
Normally, we can tell them apart by meaning, by the position of the object or by checking whether
adverbs can be inserted between the de and the R.
2.10.10 V+DIR
See Section 2.10.8 (i.e., the section for V+R).
Words with internal structure: ( [walk]/VV [out]/VV)/V, ( [walk]/VV [not]/AD [out]/VV)/V.
Words without internal structure: [walk out of]/VV, [think of]/VV.
2.10.11 V+AS
Treat it as two words.
7
Ex: [walk]/VV /AS.
2.10.12 V+DER
The pattern is V-de in V-de construction. We treat V-de as two words.
8
Ex: [walk]/VV /DER ( [walk]/VV /DER [very]/AD [fast]/VA).
2.10.13 Verb coordination without conjunctive words
If the pattern is 1+1, treat it as a word; otherwise, treat it as multiple words.
One word: [build]/VV.
Two words: [propagate]/VV [agitate]/VV.
2.10.14 V+coverb
The pattern is V+X, where X is monosyllabic and it is either a P or a V.
9
We rst decide whether V+X is a word. If it is, we use its syllable count to decide whether
to show its internal structure. That is, if V is monosyllabic, don't give the internal structure;
7
It has been argued that aspect markers are axes (e.g., [lD92]). Right now, we do not group the V and the AS
together.
8
The function of de in the V-de construction is controversial. It ranges from an ax, a particle, to a verb. We
will not get into details here.
9
Many of Xs in this pattern are \coverbs" and it is highly debated which tag, V or P, X should have in this pattern
and whether V+X forms a word by the process such as reanalysis.
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otherwise, give the internal structure.
 treat V+X as one word if X is in the following list: [give]; [become], [become], [treat
as], [arrive], [out]; [from], [toward], [in], [with].
Ex:
- [give]: [give/send to]/VV, [hand in]/VV, ( [give as a gift to]/VV [give]/VV)/V.
- [to], [become/into], [do/as], [arrive], [out]: ( [translate]/VV [become/into]/VV)/V,
[treat as]/VV, [take eect]/VV, [nd]/VV, ( [realize]/VV [reach]/VV)/V, [decide
victors]/VV.
- [from], [toward], [in], [with]: [come from]/VV, [face toward]/VV, [ow
into]/VV, [step toward]/VV, [respond with]/VV, [supplement with]/VV.
 treat V+X as two words if X is in the following list: [at], [like].
Ex: [to be born]/VV [at]/P, [sit]/VV [at]/P, [stay]/VV [at]/P, [deep]/VA [like]/P
[sea]/NN.
 treat V+X as one word or two words (V+P) according to the meaning of the X, if X is in the
following list: [at].
If in V + can be replaced by [at], tag V+ as two words (V+P). Otherwise, tag it as
one word.
One word: [equal to]/VV, [due to]/VV, [bigger than]/VV, [smaller than]/VV,
[of no help to]/VV [lower than]/VV, [be benecial for]/VV, [be benecial
for]/VV.
Two words: [to be born]/VV [at]/P, [build]/VV [at]/P.
2.10.15 Others
Generally, in X+V(or V+X) where X modies V, if X cannot modify other verbs, or V cannot be
a predicate without the X, treat X+V as one word.
Ex: [in order to]/VV
2.11 Adverb: AD
Adverbs are separated from the XP that it modies.
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Adverbs that modify numbers: [almost]/AD [thirty]/CD, 5[ve]/CD [minute]/M [odd]/AD
[minute]/NN.
10
The string such as [extremely big] is an adverb when it modies VPs, not AD+VA, because
the VA( [big]) cannot modify VPs without the AD( [extremely]).
2.11.1 Reduplication
When VA(or AD) reduplicates, the resulting word can be an AD.
Ex: [well]/AD [do]/VV, [always]/AD, [only]/AD.
2.11.2 DT+M/N
The following are tagged as ADs when they modify VP/S: [this way]/AD ( [this way]/AD
[do]/VV), [on the same airplane]/AD ( [on the same airplane]/AD [arrive]/VV).
2.11.3 P+PN
We treat the following as two words: [for]/P [this]/PN.
2.11.4 P+N
The following can be seen as frozen PPs. Since they have the same function as the ADs, we
treat them as words, and tag them as ADs: [until now], [on the way], [impromptu],
[why]( [why]/AD [get worse and worse]/VA), [why]( [why]/AD [come]/VV).
2.11.5 PN+LC
If a PN+LC totally loses the function of an NP and the string acts like an adverb, treat it as an
adverb.
We treat the following as ADs: [in addition]/AD.
2.11.6 Others
If in that context a string totally loses the function of the XP(where X is the head of the string)
and the string behaves like an adverb, tag it as AD.
We treat the following as ADs: [a step further]/AD.
2.12 Preposition: P
Separate it from NP/S that follows it.
Most prepositions are monosyllabic. Some common bisyllabic prepositions are: [in order
to], [along with], [along], [in conformity with], [due to], [except], [through],
10
Note: 50 is segmented as 50 [50-odd]/CD /M.
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[being/regard as], [until].
When a coverb follows a verb, we have to decide whether the word is part of a verb compound.
A list of such coverbs are: , , , ..... See Section 2.10.14 for details.
2.13 Subordinating Conjunction: CS
Separate it from the XP that follows it.
Strings such as [only] is ambiguous:
 CS: [only if]/CS ... [then]/AD ....
 AD+VE: [he] [only]/AD [have]/VE [three]/CD /M [money]/NN hHe only has three
dollarsi.
2.14 Conjunction: CC
Separate it from the XPs that it conjoins.
Ex: [and]/CC, [and]/CC.
2.15 Particle: DEC, DEG, DEV, DER, AS, SP, ETC, and MSP
Separate it from the XP that it attaches to.
11
Most particles are monosyllabic. One of bisyllabic particles is [if so]/SP.
2.16 Interjection: IJ
Treat it as one word.
Ex: [expressing satisfaction and so on]/IJ.
2.17 Onomatopoeia: ON
Treat it as one word.
Ex: [sound of laughter]/ON, [sound of water/rain]/ON
11
In the literature (e.g., [lD92]), it has been argued that some of these particles such as , are axes. For the
sake of compatibility with other guidelines and also because it is very easy to automatically group these particles
with preceding words, we separate the particles from the preceding words.
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2.18 Other noun-modier: JJ
Separate it from the measure word (M) or the noun (N) that it modies. Ex: [three]/CD [big]/JJ
[glass]/M [water]/NN
When JJs modify nouns, the JJs can be adjectives, ( ), or \phrasal words". Most
of the \phrasal words" have two parts: X+Y, both X and Y are monosyllabic, and X or Y is the
short-form of the corresponding words. Some examples of the \phrasal words" are as follows:
2.18.1 V+N
V+N: [being with the army]/JJ [prostitute]/NN, [having studied in England]/JJ [scholar]/NN,
[forming a complete set]/JJ [equipment]/NN, [sending manuscripts to press]/JJ [time]/NN,
[receiving award]/JJ [scholar]/NN, [being stationed in China]/JJ [embassy]/NN, [giving
benet]/JJ [nation]/NN,
2.18.2 AD+VA
AD+VA: [the newest]/JJ [news]/NN, [extra-large]/JJ [scale]/NN [intergrate]/NN
[circuit]/NN, [relatively big]/JJ [growth]/NN.
The common \AD": [the most], [extra-], [relatively].
2.18.3 VA+N
VA+N/M: [high-ranking]/JJ [ocial]/NN, [high speed]/JJ [highway]/NN, [big
size]/JJ [slogan]/NN.
2.18.4 CD+N
CD+N/M: [two-nation]/JJ [relation]/NN, [multi-nation]/JJ [troop]/NN
2.18.5 P+N
P+N/LC: [foreign]/JJ [policy]/NN
2.18.6 Others
others: [tari and trade]/JJ [treaty]/NN, [annual average]/JJ [growth rate]/NN,
[aforementioned]/JJ [three]/CD [nation]/NN, [all previous sessions]/JJ [world]/NN
[gymnastics]/NN [championship]/NN, [related]/JJ [parties]/NN.
2.19 Punctuation: PU
Treat it as one word, except when it is part of another word; for example, \," in a number (e.g.,
123,456/CD) or \ " in proper names, (e.g., [Karl] [Marx]/NR).
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2.20 Foreign word: FW
Treat it as one word, except when it is part of another word (e.g., OK[Karaoke]/NN).
2.21 Others
2.21.1 Idioms
The frozen idioms( ) are treated as words when they function as an NP or a VP.
Ex: [each has his likes and dislikes]/V, [compete]/V.
2.21.2 Telescopic strings
Telescopic strings are treated as one word if they are not too long (less than four characters). If it
is too long, segment them according to pauses.
Short strings: [imports and exports]/NN [trade]/NN, [foreign and domestic]/NN
[situation]/NN.
Long strings: [symphony]/JJ [orchestra]/NN, [Beijing]/NR [mayor]/NN.
2.21.3 Short form
Shortened part is treated as one word. If the shortened part is longer than 3 syllables, segment
them according to phonologic evidence (e.g., pauses). The structure of the short form might be
dierent from that of the full form.
Ex: [three-merit]/JJ [student]/NN, [education, science,and culture]/NN [organization]/NN
(UNESCO), [the seventh central government]/NN [convention]/NN.
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Chapter 3
Collocation with Some Morphemes
3.1 Strings with zhe5
Some prepositions end with .
Ex: [along with]/P.
3.2 Strings with zhi1
zhi+LC, where LC is monosyllabic, is treated as one word (LC).
Ex: [aside from]/LC, [among]/LC.
zhi1+CD is treated as DEG+CD (e.g., [method]/NN /DEG [one]/CD, [method]/NN
/DEG [three]/CD).
For simplicity, in a sentence such as is treated as one word and tagged
as an NN.
zhi1+N is treated as DEG+N (e.g., [Children]/NN /DEG [Club/Center]/NN).
3.3 Strings with bu4
If X in X+ [not] (or [not]+X) must co-occur with bu4 or the meaning of X+ [not] is not com-
positional, we treat X+bu4 as one word.
Words that include bu4( [not]): [less than] ( [less than] 5 [minute]), [less than]
( [less than] 5 [kilogram]), [inconvenient], [not before long].
3.4 Strings with shi4
For simplicity, we treat [particularly]/AD as one word.
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3.5 Strings with xie1
The following are treated as one word: [these]/PN(or DT), [some]/CD.
3.6 Strings with you3
V+ [have] is often a verb; for example, [engraved with]/VV, [possess]/VV, [rich]/VV.
mei2you3( ) is always treated as one word(VV or VE or SP).
Many idioms include the word [have]; for example, [as if lost in thought]/VV.
The following are two words: [have]/V /MSP, [only]/AD [have]/V, [have]/V [possibility]/NN.
The following are ambiguous without the context:
 you3-dian3( ): V[have]+M or AD[a little bit]
It is V+M when can be dropped or replaced by [a little bit].
you3-dian3 is an AD when it can be replaced by other degree adverbs such as [very] or when
it is followed by a VP.
. [he]/PN [a little bit]/AD [unable to get o]/VV [stage]/NN hHe felt embarrassedi.
. [this]/DT /M [book]/NN [have]/V /M [meaning]/NN hThis book is interestingi.
. [this]/DT /M [book]/NN [have]/V /M [worth reading]/NN hThis book is worth
readingi.
 you3-de5( ): V[have]+DEC or DT[some]
. [he] [have]/V /DEC [book] [I] [also] [have] hThe books that he has, I have, tooi.
. [some]/DT [people] [already] [leave] [AS] hSome people have already lefti.
 you3-xie1( ): V[have]+M or DT[some]:
. [I] [only] [have]/VV [some]/M [old books] hI only have some old books.i
. [he] [not] [like] [certain]/DT [people] [especially] [like] [argue] hHe is not
like certain people who especially like to arguei.
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 zhi3-you3( ): AD[only]+V[have] or CS[only if]:
. [you] [only]/CS [learn] [then]/AD [able to] [improve] [work] hYou can only
improve your work by learningi.
. [he] [only]/AD [have]/VV 10 [M] [dollars] hHe only has ten dollarsi.
3.7 Strings with zai4
One word: [in the process of]/AD.
3.8 Strings with zi4ji3
Always treat PN+zi4ji3 ( [self]) as one word.
Ex: /PN.
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Chapter 4
Common Collocations
4.1 As one word
 AD: [until today], [until now], [one step further], [more and more], [on
the same airplane], [on the way], [impromptu].
 DT: [these].
 JJ: [foreign] (e.g., [foreign]/JJ [policy]/NN), [all circles]/JJ.
 LC: [between], [inside].
 NN: [among them], [group traveling together].
 P: [in order to].
 V: [come from], [face toward], [ow in], [step toward], [respond with], [scheduled
for a specic duration of time], [be benecial for].
4.2 As two words
 AD-like: [yet]/AD [not]/AD.
 CC-like: [and]/CC [his/its/her]/PN, [and]/CC [in addition]/AD.
 DT-like: [each]/DT /M.
 NN-like: [extra-large]/JJ [scale]/NN, [our]/PN [nation]/NN.
 NT-like: [midnight]/NT [one]/NT hone minute past midnighti.
4.3 Other cases
V-V: ( [step forward]/VV [go forward]/VV)/V.
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Appendix A
Comparison with Other Guidelines
In this appendix, we compare our guidelines with the guidelines from PRC [LTS93] and from
Rocling [Chi96]. The grouping of words in our system is done in bracketing stage.
Ours PRC Rocling Example
Verb
AA AA AA AA
ABAB ABAB AB AB ABAB
AABB AABB AABB AABB
ABB ABB ABB ABB
AAB(excl AA- ) AAB AAB AAB
ABAC etc. ABAC ABAC ABAC
AA- (AA/V kan/V)/V AA kan AA kan
A-yi-A (A/V yi/CD A/V)/V A yi A A yi A
A-le-A (A/V le/AS A/V)/V A le A A le A
A-le-yi-A (A/V le/AS yi/CD A/V)/V A le yi A A le yi A
nonreduced A-not-A (A/V not/AD A/V)/V A not A A not A
reduced A-not-A (A/V not/AD A/V)/V A-not-A A-not-A
V-R(R is monosyl.) v-r except v/V /V v-r v-r
V-R(R is bisyl.) (v/V r/V)/V v r v r
V-de/bu-R (v/V de/DER r/v)/V v de r v de r
(V-R exists) (v/V bu4/AD r/v)/V v bu r v bu r
V-de/bu-R v-de-r/V ?? v-de-r
(V-R doesn't exist) v-bu-r/V ?? v-bu-r
V-DIR (v/V dir/V)/V v dir v-dir
V-x-O v/V x/X o/N v x n v x n
VO depends depends depends ,
V-de v/V de/DER v de5 v de5
V-AS v/V as/AS v as v as
Table A.1: Comparison with PRC's and Rocling's Guidelines
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Ours PRC Rocling Example
Nouns
Proper Names(NR)
LstNm+FstNm one seg two segs one seg
lstNm+title name/NR title/NN name title name title
NR + nr-nn/NR depends nr-nn
NR + common noun nr/NR nn/NN nr nn nr nn
complex names several segs depends several segs
Common nouns
N+men5 one seg one seg two segs
VA+N depends depends depends
N+N depends depends depends
Temporal nouns
name of time cd-year/NT cd year cd-year 1998
count of time cd/CD year/NN cd year cd year 3
DP-related
CD one seg ?? one seg
CD+X+CD one seg several one seg
AD + CD ad/AD + cd/CD ad cd ad cd
CD + X cd-X/CD cd X cd-X
di4-CD di4-cd/OD di4 cd di4-cd
CD+M cd/CD m/M cd m cd m
M + M m-m/M m-m m-m
yi1+M+M yi1/CD m-m/M yi1 m-m yi1-mm
yi1-M-yi1-M yi1/CD m/M yi1/CD m/M ?? yi1 m yi1 m
Markers
V-AS v/V as/AS v AS v AS
V-de v/V de/DER v de5 v de5
SP one seg one seg one seg
de5( , ) one seg one seg one seg ,
zhi1( )+CD/N two segs two segs two segs
zhi1( )+LOC one seg ?? one seg
Others
(no insertion) one seg one seg one seg
ACROM one seg one seg one seg
Table A.2: Comparison with PRC and Rocling's Guidelines(Ctd)
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Appendix B
Treebank Part-of-Speech Tagset
The following is the Part-of-Speech Tagset used in our Penn Chinese Treebank.
AD adverb
AS aspect marker
BA in ba-construction ,
CC coordinating conjunction
CD cardinal number
CS subordinating conjunction
DEC in a relative-clause
DEG associative
DER in V-de const. and V-de-R
DEV before VP
DT determiner
ETC for words , ,
FW foreign words
IJ interjection
JJ other noun-modier ,
LB in long bei-const ,
LC localizer
M measure word
MSP other particle
NN common noun
NR proper noun
NT temporal noun
OD ordinal number
ON onomatopoeia ,
P preposition excl. and
PN pronoun
PU punctuation
SB in short bei-const ,
SP sentence-nal particle
VA predicative adjective
VC
VE as the main verb
VV other verb
Table B.1: Our POS tagset in alphabetical order
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